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ABSTRACT

A method for configuring a remote-control system includes querying via a bus a High Definition Multi-Media Interface (HDMI) display for an Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) for the HDMI display; receiving via the bus from the HDMI display the EDID for the HDMI display; and storing via a processor in a memory the EDID and a link between the EDID of the HDMI display a set of command codes configured for controlling the HDMI display.
At least one of the remote-control engines (e.g., the remote-control engine operating on the multi-media gateway) is configured to monitor the CEC bus and determine a set of CEC command codes that is transmitted over the CEC bus.

The remote-control engine monitoring the CEC command codes is configured to compare the CEC command codes on the bus with sets of known CEC command codes for the HDMI appliances that received the command codes transmitted over the CEC bus.

The remote-control engine is configured to identify CEC command codes, which are transmitted over the bus and that are not in the sets of known CEC command codes.

The CEC command codes that are unrecognized (i.e., not in the sets of known CEC command codes) are stored in the local memory and are identified therein as being unrecognized.

The unrecognized CEC command codes may be transferred from the remote-control engine to the remote server.

The remote server may query the remote database to determine whether the unrecognized CEC command codes are included in sets of known CEC command codes, which are stored in the remote database.

If the unrecognized CEC command codes are included in sets of known CEC command codes stored in the remote database, the remote server may be configured to transfer function information for the unrecognized CEC command code to the remote-control engine so that the remote-control engine will thereafter recognize the previously unrecognized CEC command codes.

The remote-control engine may be configured to store the function information and the CEC command code associated with the function information in the local memory.

If the remote server determines that the unrecognized CEC command codes are not stored in the remote database, the remote server may store the unrecognized CEC command codes in the remote database with information indicating that these CEC command codes are unrecognized.

FIG. 4
The remote-control engine of the remote-control system is configured to transmit a CEC command code to an HDMI appliance via an HDMI cable.

The HDMI appliance is configured to send a response back to the remote-control engine of the remote-control system over the HDMI cable where the response indicates whether the CEC command code was received and executed by the HDMI appliance. If the remote-control engine does not receive the response from the HDMI appliance, the remote-control engine is configured to assume that the HDMI appliance did not receive the CEC command code or did not properly execute the CEC command code.

The remote-control engine is configured to identify CEC command codes, which are transmitted over the bus and that are not in the sets of known CEC command codes.

The remote-control engine will then determine an IR command code to send to the HDMI appliance that directs the HDMI appliance to perform the same set of functions as the CEC command code.

The multi-media gateway operating the remote-control engine transmits the IR command code to the HDMI appliance.

FIG. 5
A remote control device that is configured to transmit a set of IR command codes to a first HDMI appliance, such as the HDMI display.

The first HDMI appliance receiving the set of IR command codes may transmit a set of CEC command code to a second HDMI appliance (e.g., an HDMI DVD player) in response to receiving the set of IR command codes.

The remote control engine is configured to monitor the CEC bus for a response from the second HDMI appliance to determine whether the second HDMI appliance received the set of CEC command codes from the first HDMI appliance.

If the remote control engine does not detect a response indicating that the second HDMI appliance received and executed the set of CEC command codes issued by the first HDMI appliance, the remote control engine controls the multi-media gateway to issue a set of IR command codes to the second HDMI after a delay so that the set of IR command codes issued by the multi-media gateway, for example, are received by the second HDMI appliance sufficiently after the set of IR command codes issued by the remote control device so that the second HDMI appliance is configured to receive and execute the set of IR command codes issued by multi-media gateway.

FIG. 6
Based on a received input for raising the volume, the remote-control engine is configured to direct a "source" of a media stream to increase the embedded-digital volume in the media stream.

The source of the media stream is configured to decode the media stream, raise the embedded-digital volume, and then encode the media stream with the raised embedded-digital volume.

The source is then configured to transmit the media stream to another appliance.

If the multi-media gateway receives the media stream from the source, the multi-media gateway may transfer the media stream to the HDMI display or the like for play thereon.

FIG. 7
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION OF A REMOTE-CONTROL SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention generally relates to remote-control systems. More particularly, embodiments of the present invention relate to a remote-control system configured to operate on a variety of remote control platforms, such as High Definition Multi-Media Interface appliances.

[0002] Traditional remote-control devices for controlling appliances have typically been hand-held electronic devices, and have typically been configured to control a variety of appliances including televisions, DVD players, stereo equipment (e.g., CD players, tuners, amplifiers, etc.), personal video recorders (PVRs), set-top-boxes (cable television tuners, satellite dish tuners, etc.), surround sound devices, other remote-control devices (e.g., IR blasters, RF blasters, etc.), media applications on a computer, or other types of processor controlled devices, etc. Some remote-control devices are also configured to control heating systems, cooling systems, lighting, window coverings, and the like.

[0003] Modern remote-control devices have progressed from traditional hand-held electronic devices to remote-control systems that may be embedded in appliances, blasters, set-top-boxes, bridges, etc. One or more components of such embedded systems may continue to be hand-held, either in a form factor similar to a traditional remote-control device, or as a software-based controller embedded in hand-held devices, such as smartphones. As is well known by those of skill in the art, the High Definition Multi-Media Interface (HDMI) standard specifies the Consumer Electronic Control (CEC) standard, which provides for connected HDMI appliances (e.g., connected via HDMI cables) to remotely control one another. That is, the CEC standard provides that connected HDMI appliances may each include a remote-control system, which is embedded in an HDMI appliance, where each remote-control system in each connected HDMI appliance may control the other connected HDMI appliances. The CEC standard is an option standard and is not required to be implemented in HDMI appliances. The goal of the CEC standard is to simplify the remote control of HDMI appliances by providing that a single command entered in one HDMI appliance may be proliferated throughout a set of HDMI appliances to place the set of HDMI appliances in a desired state. For example, one of the more commonly expected remote control functions under the CEC standard is “one touch play.” For one touch play, an HDMI DVD player, for example, receiving a play command to play a DVD may issue CEC command codes to an HDMI TV to power on, switch the input to the HDMI DVD player, and format the screen dimensions (e.g., widescreen) for the DVD. The HDMI DVD player may also issue CEC command codes to an HDMI surround sound system to power on and adjust to a given volume level and sound equalization setting. The foregoing described remote-control operation has traditionally required a series of button presses on one or more traditional remote-control devices. The CEC standard provides that these multiple commands may be accomplished with a single button press (e.g., press of the play button on the HDMI DVD player, press of the play button on a traditional remote-control device configured to control the HDMI DVD player, etc.).

[0004] While the CEC standard was designed to simplify remote control operations, the CEC standard introduces a number of complications into remote-control systems embedded in HDMI devices. One complication that the CEC standard introduces is the allowance of custom CEC command codes for HDMI appliances. More specifically, custom CEC command codes may be created for some HDMI appliances where these custom CEC command codes are unrecognized and not understood by other HDMI appliances. Therefore, not all HDMI appliances that are interconnected will be configured to understand the custom CEC command codes of other HDMI appliances. Further, the CEC standard provides limited solutions for correcting and compensating for failed CEC command codes.

[0005] Therefore, new remote-control systems, such as new embedded remote-control systems, are needed to provide solutions for known short comings in the CEC standard as well as to provide enhanced functions not specified by the CEC standard.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention generally relates to remote-control systems. More particularly, embodiments of the present invention relate to a remote-control system configured to operate on a variety of remote control platforms, such as HDMI appliances.

[0007] According to one embodiment of the present invention, a method for configuring a remote-control system includes querying via a bus a High Definition Multi-Media Interface (HDMI) display for an Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) for the HDMI display; receiving via the bus from the HDMI display the EDID for the HDMI display; and storing via a processor in a memory the EDID and a link between the EDID of the HDMI display a set of command codes configured for controlling the HDMI display.

[0008] According to a specific embodiment, the set of command codes is a set of IR command codes or a set of CEC command codes. According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes storing via a processor in the memory another link between the EDID of the HDMI display and a model number for the HDMI display. According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes determining the model number from an inference from operation of a remote-control device, from querying a user of the remote-control device, or from downloading to the remote-control system the model number from a remote database.

[0009] According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes storing via a processor in the memory another link between the EDID of the HDMI display and a make of the HDMI display. The memory may be a local memory of the remote-control system or a remote memory accessible by a plurality of remote-control systems.

[0010] According to one embodiment of the present invention, a method for configuring a remote-control system includes querying via a bus a set of High Definition Multi-Media Interface (HDMI) appliances for a set of Consumer Electronic Control (CEC) identifiers, where the HDMI appliances of the set of HDMI appliances are respectively associated with the CEC vendor identifiers of the set of CEC vendor identifiers. The method further includes receiving via the bus from the set of HDMI appliances the set of CEC vendor identifiers. The method further includes storing via a processor in a memory the set of CEC vendor identifiers, and a set of links that respectively link in the memory the CEC vendor identifiers in the set of CEC vendor identifiers with sets of command codes for the set of HDMI appliances.
[0011] According to a specific embodiment, the method further includes storing via a processor in the memory another set of links respectively linking the CEC vendor identifiers of the set of CEC vendor identifiers and make identifiers of a set of make identifiers, which identify the HDMI appliances in set of HDMI appliances. According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes storing via a processor in the memory another set of links between the CEC vendor identifiers of the set of CEC vendor identifiers and model numbers of a set of model number for the HDMI appliances in set of HDMI appliances.

[0012] According to one embodiment of the present invention, a method for operating a remote-control system includes monitoring a Consumer Electronic Control (CEC) bus for a CEC command code transmitted over the CEC bus from a first HDMI appliance to a second HDMI appliance, which is connected to the first HDMI appliances via an HDMI link. The method further includes monitoring the CEC bus for a response issued from the second HDMI appliance in response to receipt and execution of the CEC command code. The method further includes, if a response is not issued from the second HDMI appliance: i) determining an IR command code that corresponds to the CEC command code for the second HDMI appliance, and ii) transmitting the IR command code to the second HDMI appliance to perform a function associated with the CEC command code. The method further includes, if a response is issued from the second HDMI appliance, not transmitting an IR command code to the second HDMI appliance.

[0013] According to a specific embodiment, the method further includes not transmitting an IR command code to the second HDMI appliance if a response is not issued from the second HDMI appliance and if the second HDMI appliance is not configured to issue a response for receipt and execution of the CEC command code. According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes determining whether the second HDMI appliance is configured to transmit a response for receipt and execution of the CEC command code. The determining step may include receiving from a remote database information for whether the second HDMI appliance is configured to transmit a response for receipt and execution of the CEC command code.

[0014] According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes if a response is not issued from the second HDMI appliance, then storing failure information in a memory for the CEC command code; and if a response is issued from the second HDMI appliance, then storing in memory pass information for the CEC command code. A function of the IR command code matches a function of the CEC command code.

[0015] According to one embodiment of the present invention, a method for building a database of command codes includes monitoring a CEC bus for a set of CEC command codes transmitted over the CEC bus; and comparing the set of CEC command codes transmitted over the CEC bus with sets of known CEC command codes for an HDMI appliance that received the set of CEC command codes. The method further includes identifying a subset of CEC command codes, which are included in the set of CEC command codes and which are not in the sets of known CEC command codes; and storing the subset of CEC command codes in memory as unrecognized.

[0016] According to a specific embodiment, the method further includes transferring the subset of CEC command codes to a remote database to query the remote database whether the CEC command codes in the subset of CEC command codes are stored in the remote database as recognized. According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes transferring function information for the subset of CEC command codes to the remote-control engine for use thereby, if the subset of CEC command codes are included in a set of known CEC command codes stored in the remote database. According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes analyzing the subset of CEC command codes to determine the functions of the subset of CEC command codes, if the subset of CEC command codes are not included in a set of known CEC command codes stored in the remote database.

[0017] According to one embodiment of the present invention, a volume control method for controlling a volume of sound output from an appliance configured to receive a media stream, the method includes receiving an input at a multimedia gateway for raising the volume of sound output by an appliance for a media stream; and raising in the multi-media gateway an embedded-digial volume embedded in the media stream. The method further includes thereafter, transmitting the media-stream to the appliance for play on the appliance.

[0018] According to a specific embodiment, the method further includes if the received input causes the embedded-digital volume to be raised by the multi-media appliance to an embedded-digital volume maximum, directing the appliance to raise an analog volume control for the media stream. According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes if the received input causes the embedded-digital volume to be raised to a level below the embedded-digital volume maximum, thereafter maintaining the analog volume at a constant level.

[0019] According to another specific embodiment, the method further includes receiving a second input at the multimedia gateway or lowering the volume of sound output by the appliance; and directing the appliance to lower an analog volume control for the appliance.

[0020] While the foregoing paragraphs of the summary section describe several embodiments related to i) linking sets of CEC command codes to EDIDs and CEC vendor IDs, ii) building CEC command code databases, iii) determining CEC command code failures and action taken in view thereof (e.g., determining substitute command codes therefore, building a CEC command code database, etc.), the embodiments described herein are not so limited. Specifically, embodiments that are described with respect to sets of CEC command codes may be equally applied to other sets of command codes, such as set of IR command code, set of RF command codes, etc. For example, the embodiment described herein may be applied to linking EDIDs to IR command codes, linking CEC vendor IDs to IR command codes, determining whether IR command codes fail and determining alternative command codes therefore. Various embodiment of the present invention may be operable with bi-directional and two-way wired and wireless protocols (e.g., IP, RF, such as BT, etc.) over a standard medium or an open medium.

[0021] These and other benefits of the embodiments of the present invention will be apparent from review the following specification and attached figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] FIG. 1 is a simplified schematic of an entertainment system according to one embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a simplified schematic of a remote-control system that may be included in a set of the HDMI appliances, a multi-media gateway, and/or a remote-control device;

Fig. 3 is a simplified schematic of an entertainment system according to another embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a high-level flow diagram of a method for building a database of command codes according to one embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 5 is a high-level flow diagram of a method for operating a remote-control engine on a remote-control system of the multi-media gateway according to one embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 6 is a high-level flow diagram of a method for operating a remote-control engine on a remote-control system of the multi-media gateway according to one embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 7 is a high-level flow diagram of a method for raising the volume of sound generated by an appliance so as to reduce the signal to noise ration of the sound.

Detailed Description of the Invention

The present invention generally provides a remote-control system. More particularly, embodiments of the present invention provide a remote-control system configured to operate on a variety of remote control platforms, such as High Definition Multi-Media Interface (HDMI) appliances.

Entertainment System Overview

Fig. 1 is a simplified schematic of an entertainment system 100 according to one embodiment of the present invention. Entertainment system 100 includes a set of HDMI appliances 105 and a multi-media gateway 110. A set as defined herein includes one or more elements. The set of HDMI appliances may include an HDMI display 105a and a set of HDMI sources 105b. The set of HDMI sources may be configured to source media (e.g., audio, video, still images, applications, etc.). The set of HDMI sources may include a set-top-box (e.g., cable set-top-box, satellite set-top-box, etc.), a personal video recorder (PVR), a DVD player (e.g., Blu-ray disk player), a computer (desktop, laptop, netbook, tablet, PDA, etc.), a smartphone, a portable media player (iPod®, iPod®), a digital camera, a digital video camera, a digital media adapter, etc. According to some embodiments, two or more of these HDMI sources may be combined into a single electronic device. For example, the set-top-box may be combined with the PVR, DVD player, etc. The HDMI sources may be configured to source media to multi-media gateway 110 and HDMI display 105a. One or more of the HDMI sources may be configured to source media to another HDMI source. For example, a set-top-box may be an HDMI source for a PVR. Multi-media gateway 110 may be configured to operate the Google TV™ platform and may be a TV host. Multi-media gateway 110 may be the Logitech Revue™ multi-media gateway.

According to a further embodiment of the present invention, entertainment system 100 includes a remote-control device 115. Remote-control device 115 may be a handheld remote-control device, such as a universal remote-control device. The remote-control device may be the remote-control keyboard of the Logitech Revue™ multi-media gateway, a Logitech Harmony™ Remote Control, a smartphone device with a remote-control software application, etc.

According to another embodiment, entertainment system 100 includes a computer 122 or may be configured to communicate with computer 122. Computer 122 may include a computer memory (hard disk drive, flash memory, optical drive, etc.) configured to store computer code. Computer 122 may also include a display, and a set of input devices, which may include a computer keyboard, a mouse, etc. The remote-control system (e.g., operating on one of the HDMI appliances, the multi-media gateway, or the remote-control device) may be configured to communicate with computer 122 via a wired or wireless connection. For example, the remote-control system operating on the multi-media gateway may be configured to communicate with computer 122 via an Ethernet connection, a coaxial cable connection, a WiFi link provided by a local wireless router, Home RF, etc.

Remote-control device 115 may similarly be configured to communicate with computer 122 via a docked connection, a WiFi link provided by a wireless router, Home RF, etc.

Computer 122 may be configured to communicate with a remote server 125 via a network 130 (e.g., the Internet). A server (e.g., remote server 125) as referred to herein includes one or both of a server computer and server software (e.g., a server operating system) operating on the server computer. Remote server 125 may include a computer memory (hard disk drive, flash memory, optical drive, etc.) configured to store computer code. Remote server 125 may also include a display, and a set of input devices, which may include a computer keyboard, a mouse, etc. Remote server 125 may be coupled to a remote database 135. Remote database 135 is configured to store sets of command codes, such as sets of IR command codes and sets of CEC command codes, which may include custom CEC command codes. The remote database is also configured to store a "link" that associates a set of command codes with an appliance (e.g., an HDMI appliance) that is configured to understand the set of command codes. The remote database may store the sets of command codes and the links under control of the remote server. For example, the remote server may be configured to direct the remote database to store a link that associates a given Sony Internet TV with the set of command codes (e.g., IR command codes and/or CEC command codes) configured to control the Sony Internet TV.

While the foregoing description describes a remote database being configured to store sets of command codes, links that associate sets of command codes with appliances, etc., the sets of command codes, links between set of command codes, etc., may be alternatively store, or additionally stored, in other storage devices, such as the storage devices of computer 122, the storage devices of the multi-media gateway, any of the HDMI appliances, etc.

According to some embodiments, the multi-media gateway and the circuits therein may be configured to perform the methods of operation of computer 122 described above. According to an embodiment where the multi-media gateway is configured to perform the methods of operation of computer 122, the multi-media gateway may communicate directly with the remote server 125 and/or the remote database 135 via the network. According to an embodiment where the HDMI display includes computer 122 or is configured to perform the methods of operation of computer 122, the HDMI display may communicate directly with the remote server 125 and/or the remote database 135 via the network.

According to one embodiment, one or more of the HDMI appliances and/or the multi-media gateway may be
configured to operate as remote-control devices for the other HDMI appliances. Each HDMI appliance and the multi-media gateway may include a remote-control system 140, which is configured to run a remote-control engine 145.

[0037] According to a further embodiment, entertainment system 100 may include other HDMI appliances configured to play media, such as sound. These other HDMI appliances may include speakers, headphones, in-ear monitors etc.

[0038] FIG. 2 is a simplified schematic of a remote-control system 140 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention that may be included in any or each of the HDMI appliances and the multi-media gateway. Remote-control system 140 includes a processor 205 (e.g., a microprocessor, a controller, such as a microcontroller, control logic, etc.), a memory 210, a set of transceivers 210, and a bus 215.

[0039] Memory 210 may be configured to store a local file or a local database 220, which includes sets of command codes. The sets of command codes in the local file or the local database may include at least one set of IR command codes (configured to be transmitted in IR or RF). The sets of command codes in the local file or the local database may also include at least one set of Consumer Electronic Control (CEC) command codes. The set of CEC command codes may be the standard CEC command codes specified by the HDMI standard or may be custom CEC command codes, which are permitted by the CEC standard. Memory 210 may be also configured to store computer code (e.g., compiled computer code) for one or more applications executable by the processor. According to one specific embodiment, memory 210 is configured to store an application for remote-control engine 145, which may include Logitech’s Harmony Link™ engine.

[0040] The set of transceivers 210 may include an IR transceiver 210a and/or an RF transceiver 210b. An IR transceiver in at least one of the HDMI appliances may be configured to transmit IR command codes to, and receive IR command codes from, other IR transceivers in other HDMI appliances or the multi-media gateway. An IR transceiver in the multi-media gateway may be similarly configured to transmit IR command codes to, and receive IR command codes from, other IR transceivers in the HDMI appliances. The RF transceivers in the HDMI appliances and the multi-media gateway may be similarly configured to the IR transceivers. According to one embodiment, bus 215 includes a CEC bus over which CEC command codes may be communicated between the HDMI appliances and the multi-media gateway. According to one embodiment, the remote-control engine operating on the processor is configured to monitor transmission over the CEC bus. Monitoring of the CEC bus is described in further detail below.

[0041] Elements of a given remote-control system 140 in an HDMI appliance may be shared with other systems in the HDMI appliance. Elements of a given remote-control system 140 in the multi-media gateway may be shared with other systems in the multi-media gateway. For example, the processor may be configured for use by one or more application operating on an HDMI appliance. The bus may similarly be configured to be used (i.e., included) in one or more system. For example, the CEC bus may be used by the HDMI systems in the HDMI appliances.

[0042] FIG. 3 is a simplified schematic of an entertainment system 300 according to one embodiment of the present invention. Entertainment system 300 differs from entertainment system 100 described above in that in entertainment system 300, multi-media gateway 110 is incorporated in the HDMI display and may perform the methods of operation of multi-media gateway 110 as described herein. According to some embodiment, the HDMI display includes both multi-media gateway 110 and computer 122 incorporated therein.

[0043] Remote-control device 115 may similarly be configured to include a processor configured to operate the remote-control engine and a memory configured to store the remote control engine. The memory may also be configured to store a local file or a local database where the local file or the local database includes sets of command codes. The sets of command codes may be sets of IR command codes and sets of CEC command codes for controlling the HDMI appliances, the multi-media gateway, and/or other appliances (e.g., non-HDMI appliances). Remote-control device 115 may be configured to transmit and receive in IR, RF, etc. and may include a communication port for communication of CEC command codes. According to one embodiment, the multi-media gateway is a bridge device for communicating command codes received from remote-control device 115 to the HDMI appliances. The multi-media gateway may be configured to translate command codes, such as translating received command codes (e.g., received IR command codes) to CEC command codes, or translating received command codes (e.g., received IR command codes) to RF command codes. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/731,886, filed Mar. 24, 2010, of Saumil Makum et al., describes many embodiments of bridge devices configured to translate command codes for different communication networks and is incorporated by reference in its entirety herein for all purposes.

Collect the EDID from the HDMI Display

[0044] According to one embodiment, the remote-control engine operating on the remote-control system of the multi-media gateway is configured to collect the Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) of HDMI display 105a. For example, the remote-control engine may collect the EDID of the HDMI display if the multi-media gateway and HDMI display are coupled by an HDMI cable. The remote-control engine of the multi-media gateway or the remote control device may query the HDMI display via a two-way IR or RF communication to collect the EDID. The multi-media gateway or the remote-control device may be configured to “link” the EDID for the HDMI display with the locally stored set of command codes (IR command codes and/or CEC command codes) for the HDMI display. The link may be an entry in a local memory in a file, database, etc. where the EDID is stored with the sets of command codes.

[0045] According to another embodiment, the multi-media gateway is configured to transfer the EDID, for example, via computer 122 to remote server 125 and remote database 135 where the EDID may be linked with the sets of command codes for the HDMI display. Alternatively, according to the embodiment where the multi-media gateway includes computer 122 or is otherwise network enabled, the multi-media gateway is configured to transmit the EDID directly to the remote server via a network connection. According to another embodiment, the EDID is linked locally by the remote-control engine to the sets of command codes for the HDMI display, and then the links are transferred to the remote server 125 and remote database 135. According to another alternative embodiment, the HDMI display may be configured to transmit its EDID to remote server 125 for storage in remote database 135, for example, via computer 122, so that the EDID may be linked to the sets of command codes for the
HDMI display in the remote database. According to a further embodiment, the EDID for the HDMI display may also be linked to the make (e.g., manufacturer name) and/or the model number of the HDMI display in the local memory in the multi-media gateway, in the local memory of the remote-control device, or in remote database 135. The remote-control engine operating on one of the HDMI display, the multi-media gateway, or the remote-control device may collect the EDID, transmit the EDID to the remote database, and request that above described links be established.

According to one embodiment, the multi-media gateway, the HDMI display, and/or the computer may be configured to operate on the multi-media gateway. That is, the multi-media gateway, the HDMI display, and/or the computer may be configured to store computer code on a non-transitory memory device for configuring the multi-media gateway. The multi-media gateway may be configured by supplying sets of command codes to the multi-media gateway for the appliances that are in entertainment system 100, by setting up user preferences, establishing user tracking preferences, etc.

The make and/or the model number of an HDMI appliance or other appliance may be determined by inferring the make and/or the model number via user interaction with the user's remote-control device, by collecting the make and/or the model number from a user, or collecting a make and model number from the remote database where the where the make and/or model number may be stored and retrieved. The make and/or the model number for an HDMI appliance is typically determined during a setup process of the remote-control device, the multi-media gateway, or the HDMI appliance (e.g., at the time the HDMI appliance is added to entertainment system 100). Once a make and/or a model number for an appliance is determined, the make and/or the model number may be transmitted to the remote server for storage in the remote database where the make and/or the model number may be provided for use by other entertainment systems of other users of the remote server and remote database. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/267,528, filed Nov. 3, 2005, titled "Configuration Method for a Remote Control Via Model Number Entry for a Controlled Device," of Glen McLean Harris et al. describes a user interactive method for inferring a make and/or model number of an appliance and is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety for all purposes.

According to one embodiment, during a "setup" process of the remote-control device, the multi-media gateway, or any device including the remote-control system and remote-control engine are configured to install sets of command codes for controlling appliances, such as HDMI appliances. A setup process may be executed, for example, at the time a user first purchases a remote-control device, a multi-media gateway, etc., may be executed at a user's request, or may be executed at the initiation of computer system 122 or the remote server 135, etc. During the execution of a setup process Collect the CEC Vendor ID from HDMI Appliances.

According to another embodiment of the present invention, remote-control engine operating on the remote-control system of the multi-media gateway is configured to collect the CEC vendor identifier (ID) of one or more of the HDMI appliances in entertainment system 100. In one embodiment an HDMI appliance is identified by the HDMI appliance’s CEC vendor ID. In one embodiment an HDMI appliance is identified by its On Screen Display (OSD) string.
CEC command codes transmitted over the CEC bus. The sets of known CEC command codes may be stored in the local memory of the remote-control system operating the remote-control engine. At a step 420, the remote-control engine is configured to identify CEC command codes, which are transmitted over the bus and that are not in the sets of known CEC command codes, which are stored in the local memory. The local memory may be the local memory of the multi-media gateway. If the CEC command codes transmitted over the bus are stored in sets of known CEC command codes stored in the local memory, no action may be taken by the remote-control engine. At a step 430, the CEC command codes that are unrecognized (i.e., not in the sets of known CEC command codes) are stored in the local memory and are identified therein as being unrecognized.

[0053] According to one specific embodiment, the unrecognized CEC command codes may be transferred from the remote-control engine (e.g., from the multi-media gateway) to the remote server, step 440. The remote server may query the remote database to determine whether the unrecognized CEC command codes are included in sets of known CEC command codes, which are stored in the remote database, step 450. If the unrecognized CEC command codes are included in sets of known CEC command codes stored in the remote database, the remote server may be configured to transfer function information for the unrecognized CEC command code to the remote-control engine so that the remote-control engine will thereafter recognize the previously unrecognized CEC command codes, step 460. The remote-control engine may be configured to store the function information and the CEC command code associated with the function information in the local memory, such as the local memory of the multi-media gateway, step 470. Alternatively, if the remote server determines that the unrecognized CEC command codes are not stored in the remote database, the remote server may store the unrecognized CEC command codes in the remote database, step 480, with information indicating that these CEC command codes are unrecognized.

[0054] The unrecognized CEC command codes stored in the remote database may thereafter be analyzed to determine the functions associated with the unrecognized command codes. For example, the unrecognized CEC command codes may be analyzed by a human user to determine the functions associated with the unrecognized command codes. A human user may use a remote-control engine (e.g., operating on a multi-media gateway or other test device) to transfer the unrecognized CEC command codes to a set of HDMI appliance and monitor the changes that occur on the set of HDMI appliances. The human user may then direct the remote server to store the functions for the previously unrecognized CEC command codes in the remote database for distribution to various entertainment system of various users that include the HDMI appliance.

[0055] According to one embodiment of the present invention, the remote server may be configured to send a transmission to the remote-control engine to inform the remote-control engine that the unrecognized CEC command codes are unrecognized by the remote server. Thereafter, the remote-control engine may be configured to attempt to determine the functions associated with the unrecognized CEC command codes. For example, the remote-control engine may be configured to compare two sets of states of an HDMI appliance where the first set of states is for the HDMI appliance before the set of unrecognized CEC command codes is issued to the HDMI appliance, and the second set of states is for the HDMI appliance after the set of unrecognized CEC command codes is issued to the HDMI appliance. If the remote-control engine determines a difference in the sets of states, the remote-control engine may be able to determine the functions of the set of unrecognized CEC command codes. The remote-control engine, via the multi-media gateway, may transmit IR command codes to the HDMI appliance to determine the state of the HDMI appliance. Alternatively, the remote-control device may be configured to display a set of interactive questions on the display of the remote-control device for interaction with a user of the remote-control device to determine the functions associated with the set of unrecognized CEC command codes. The remote-control engine operating on the multi-media appliance might direct the remote-control device to display the interactive questions and perform the analysis of the unrecognized CEC command codes. For example, the remote-control device might display to the user that the remote-control engine operating on the multi-media appliance is issuing one of the unrecognized CEC command codes to the HDMI display, and then ask the user to input any observed changes into the remote-control device. If the remote-control device determines the functions for the previously unrecognized CEC command codes, the remote-control device may store function information for the previously unrecognized CEC command codes and transfer the function information to the remote-control engine operating on the multi-media gateway.

[0056] The remote-control engine (e.g., operating on the multi-media gateway) may transfer the determined functions for the previously unrecognized CEC command codes to the remote server for storage in the remote database. The remote server may generate soft buttons and macros for the remote-control engine for the previously unrecognized CEC command codes. The remote server may store the soft buttons and macros for the previously unrecognized CEC command codes to the remote-control engine for storage and for use by the remote-control engine. The determined functions, soft button, and/or macros for the previously unknown CEC command codes may be transferred to the multi-media gateway of other users. The remote server may share the function information with other entertainment systems of other users.

[0057] In accordance with one embodiment of the present invention, the remote database is “continuously” built and expanded over a period of time, such as days, months, and years, using information from a plurality of users, a plurality of remote control engines, a plurality of multi-media gateways, etc. Information from various users, remote control engines, multi-media gateways is uploaded to the remote database to build, improve, and expand the remote database, and this expanded information may be “continuously” downloaded (e.g., hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) onto several remote control engines for use by those several remote control engines, which may be owned and operated by a plurality of other users. Details of various methods for uploading command codes to a remote database and downloading command codes from the remote database to various remote control devices, such as the multi-media gateway operating the remote control engine may be found in U.S. Pat. No. 7,436,319, titled “Method an Apparatus for Uploading and Downloading Remote Control Codes," of Glen McLean Harris et al. and is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety.

Operation of the Remote Control Engine

[0058] FIG. 5 is a high-level flow diagram of a method for operating a remote-control engine on a remote-control sys-
tem of the multi-media gateway according to one embodiment of the present invention. The high-level flow diagram is exemplary and not limiting on the claims. Various steps in the high-level flow diagram may be added, combined, and/or removed without deviating from the scope and purview of the described embodiment. At a step 500, the remote-control engine of the remote-control system is configured to transmit a CEC command code to an HDMI appliance via an HDMI cable. At a step 510, the HDMI appliance is configured to send a response (sometimes referred to in the art as a “handshake”) back to the remote-control engine of the remote-control system over the HDMI cable where the response indicates whether the CEC command code was received and executed by the HDMI appliance. If the remote-control engine does not receive the response from the HDMI appliance, the remote-control engine is configured to assume that the HDMI appliance did not receive the CEC command code or did not properly execute the CEC command code, step 520. At a step 530, the remote-control engine will then determine an IR command code to send to the HDMI appliance that directs the HDMI appliance to perform the same set of functions as the CEC command code. At a step 540, the multi-media gateway operating the remote-control engine will transmit the IR command code to the HDMI appliance. For each CEC command code sent to an HDMI appliance for which a response is not received back from the HDMI appliance, the multi-media gateway may send the CEC command code to the remote server for storage in the remote database and analysis by the remote server to determine why the CEC command code failed. Alternatively, the remote-control engine may analyze the CEC command code to determine why the CEC command code failed.

According to a particular embodiment, the method described above with respect to FIG. 5 is executed if the remote control engine has “response” information that indicates that the HDMI appliance is configured to send responses to the remote control engine for received CEC command codes. If the HDMI appliance is not configured to send response information for received CEC command codes, the method described above with respect to FIG. 5, may not be executed for the HDMI appliance, but may be executed for other HDMI appliances. The remote control engine may collect the response information from an HDMI appliance from the remote database during a setup process of the remote control engine or based on a specific query issued from the remote control engine to the remote database. According to one embodiment, the remote database is configured to store the response information for at least a portion of the HDMI appliances and supply this response information to the remote control engine as described. According to one alternative embodiment, the HDMI appliance is configured to provide the response information to the remote control engine, for example during setup of the remote control engine, during initial connection of the HDMI appliance to the entertainment system, based on a query from the remote control engine, etc.

According to another alternative embodiment, the remote-control engine of the remote-control system operating on the multi-media gateway may determine from the remote server that a given HDMI appliance is not configured to receive CEC command codes, and will by default send IR command codes to the given HDMI appliance instead of sending CEC command codes.

According to another alternative embodiment, the remote-control engine (e.g., operating on the multi-media gateway) may receive a set of custom CEC command codes from the remote server for an HDMI appliance. The remote-control engine may then transmit these custom CEC command codes to the HDMI appliance instead of sending IR command codes to the HDMI appliance to control the HDMI appliance.

FIG. 6 is a high-level flow diagram of a method for operating a remote-control engine on a remote-control system of the multi-media gateway according to one embodiment of the present invention. The high-level flow diagram is exemplary and not limiting on the claims. Various steps in the high-level flow diagram may be added, combined, and/or removed without deviating from the scope and purview of the described embodiment. At a step 600, a remote control device that is configured to transmit a set of IR command codes to a first HDMI appliance, such as the HDMI display. At a step 610, the first HDMI appliance receiving the set of IR command codes may transmit a set of CEC command code to a second HDMI appliance (e.g., an HDMI DVD player) in response to receiving the set of IR command codes. For example, the set of IR command codes may be a macro for the HDMI DVD player playing a DVD and the HDMI display displaying the played DVD. According to one embodiment, if the second HDMI appliance does not support the CEC standard, multi-media gateway 110 may declare itself on the CEC bus as being the second HDMI appliance so that the first HDMI appliance will send CEC command codes to the second HDMI device’s CEC address (i.e., the multi-media gateway) when receiving IR commands from remote 115. At a step 620, the remote control engine is configured to monitor the CEC bus for a response from the second HDMI appliance to determine whether the second HDMI appliance received the set of CEC command codes from the first HDMI appliance. At a step 630, if the remote control engine does not detect a response indicating that the second HDMI appliance received and executed the set of CEC command codes issued by the first HDMI appliance, the remote control engine, e.g., operating on multi-media gateway 110, may control the multi-media gateway to issue a set of IR command codes to the second HDMI appliance where the set of IR command codes is configured to control the second HDMI appliance similarly to the set of CEC command codes. According to one embodiment, the remote control engine may transmit the set of IR command codes to the second HDMI appliance after a delay so that the set of IR command codes issued by the first HDMI appliance, for example, are received by the second HDMI appliance sufficiently after the set of IR command codes issued by the remote control device so that the second HDMI appliance is configured to receive the set of IR command codes issued by multi-media gateway 110. That is, the delay is sufficiently long so that the second HDMI appliance will not ignore the set of IR command codes issued by multi-media gateway 110. The delay may be a default time period, e.g., half of a second, or may determined empirically to the second HDMI appliance. The empirical determination of the delay may be performed by the remote control engine operating on multi-media gateway 110, for example. The delay may be empirically determined via questions being issued to a user of multi-media gateway 110, by a technician or engineer operating multi-media gateway 110 and the second HDMI appliance, etc. The appropriate delays for issuing sets of IR command codes that do not “interfere” with other sets of
IR command codes may be stored in the remote database and transmitted to multi-media gateway 110, for example, during a setup procedure of the entertainment system or at the time the second HDMI appliance is added to the entertainment system.

According to another embodiment, the states of the HDMI appliances are tracked by a remote-control engine of a remote-control system on the multi-media gateway. The remote-control engine may track the power on/off state of an HDMI appliance and track the input state of the HDMI appliance, such as the HDMI display. The states may be tracked by knowing initial states of the HDMI appliance, and thereafter calculating and updating the states based on the CEC command codes transmitted to the HDMI appliance. The remote-control engine may track the states of the HDMI appliance based on the CEC command codes transmitted from the multi-other media gateway to the HDMI appliance and/or based on the CEC command codes transmitted by remote-control engines (e.g., operating on other HDMI appliances). For example, the remote-control engine tracking the states of the HDMI appliance, which received the CEC command codes, may monitor the CEC bus to track all of the CEC command codes transmitted to this HDMI appliance. According to one alternative embodiment, the power on/off state of an HDMI appliance is determined from the absence of a CEC command code being detected on the CEC bus by the remote control engine (i.e., by detecting that a given HDMI appliance has not sent any CEC command codes for a predetermined time). Some HDMI appliance do transmit regular CEC packets (e.g., getVendorID or query OSD name) after being powered on.

Thereafter, the remote-control engine may determine whether a response is issued by the HDMI appliance indicating whether the CEC command codes were received and executed by the HDMI appliance. The response may be issued to the remote-control engine if the remote-control engine issued to the CEC command codes, or the remote-control engine may monitor the CEC bus for all responses issued by the HDMI appliance to other HDMI appliances to determine whether the HDMI appliance received and executed the CEC command codes.

If the remote-control engine determines that an HDMI appliance is not in an intended state (e.g., powered off when the power is supposed to be on, or not in the correct input, e.g., HDMI 1 input instead of the intended HDMI 2 input) after the CEC command codes are transmitted to the HDMI appliance, then the remote-control engine is configured to determine a set of IR command codes to transmit to the HDMI appliance to place the HDMI appliance in the intended states (e.g., power on and input set to HDMI 2). It will be understood that while the foregoing description describes the remote-control engine of the multi-media gateway determining the states of the HDMI appliance, the described remote-control engine may operate on any of the HDMI appliances. U.S. Pat. No. 6,784,805, titled "State-Based Remote Control System" of Glen McLean Harris et al. describes a remote-control device that is configured to operate a remote-control engine that is configured to track the states of appliances based on command codes issued to the appliances, and is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

The following specific example is provided to add clarity to the foregoing described embodiment. If a DVD player (e.g., a first HDMI appliance) sends CEC command codes to the HDMI display to power on the HDMI display and to set the input of the HDMI display to the HDMI 2 input, the remote-control engine (e.g., operating on the multi-media gateway) monitoring the CEC bus will store information that indicates that the HDMI display is supposed to be in a power on state, and the HDMI display is supposed to have the input set to HDMI 2 input. The intended states may be stored locally by the remote-control engine in local memory (e.g., of the multi-media gateway which may be operating the remote-control engine). The remote-control engine by tracking the CEC command codes issued there from or by monitoring the CEC bus, is configured to determine that the HDMI display is supposed to be powered on and in the HDMI 2 input state. The remote-control engine monitoring the responses from the HDMI display may then determine the state of the HDMI display is powered on and in the HDMI 2 input. If the HDMI display does not issue a response to the CEC command codes, the remote-control engine is configured to determine the CEC command was not successfully received and/or executed by the HDMI display. If the remote-control engine determines that power is off for the HDMI display and the input for the HDMI display is not the HDMI 2 input, then the remote-control engine may direct the multi-media gateway to send a set of IR command codes to the HDMI display to power on the HDMI display and change the input to the HDMI 2 input. The foregoing described example is not limiting on the claims as will be well understood by those of skill in the art. According to an alternative embodiment, other states in addition to the power on/off state and the input state may be monitored by the remote-control engine such as the channel state, the volume state, the surround sound state, the output state (e.g., the audio output state). According to another alternative embodiment, remote-control engine may track the states of the HDMI appliances by transmitting queries to an HDMI appliance receiving sets of CEC command codes via IR communication, RF communication, or other CEC command codes.

According to a further embodiment, if the remote-control engine determines that a set of CEC command codes has not been executed correctly by an HDMI appliance, the remote-control engine may set a display on the display screen (e.g., LED display) of the remote-control device (e.g., a smartphone operating a remote control application, which may include the remote-control engine, a handheld remote-control device, etc.) based on the incorrect execution of the set of CEC command codes. The remote-control engine may set the display to include a set of screen buttons (sometimes referred to as soft button in the art) for CEC command codes that failed and/or for macros (i.e., sets of CEC command codes that include the failed CEC command codes. For example, the remote-control engine operating on the multi-media gateway may determine that a power-on CEC command code issued to the HDMI display did not power on the HDMI display. The remote-control engine may thereafter be configured to display screen buttons for CEC command codes or for macros that include the power-on CEC command code, but not display screen buttons for CEC command codes and macros that do not include the power-on CEC command code. For example, a Watch TV command (e.g., a macro) may include a set of CEC command codes that includes the power-on CEC command code for the HDMI display, include a CEC command code for setting the input of the HDMI display for the set-top-box, and includes a CEC command code for setting the volume of the HDMI display to a predetermined volume (e.g., a relatively comfortable volume). Because the
Watch TV command includes the power-on CEC command code, this command may be displayed on the display if the power-on command code for the HDMI display failed in the previous issued set of command codes. According to a further example, the Change to HDMI 2 input command will not be displayed on the display if the power-on CEC command code failed because the set of CEC command codes for the command Change to HDMI 2 input does not include the power-on CEC command code. More specifically, the Change to HDMI 2 input command will not be displayed because the Change to HDMI 2 input will not be executed by the HDMI display if the HDMI display is powered off.

According to a further embodiment, the CEC command code option may be disabled for one or more HDMI appliances. For example, the DVD player may be configured to issue CEC command codes. The remote-control engine is configured to query each HDMI appliance to determine whether CEC command codes are disabled for the HDMI appliances. If the CEC command codes are disabled for an HDMI appliance, the remote-control system is configured to direct the multi-media gateway to transmit IR command codes in place of the disabled CEC command codes. For example, if a command is issued to the DVD player to play a DVD, and the multi-media gateway has determined that CEC command codes are disabled for the DVD player, then the multi-media gateway will send an IR command code for a CEC command code to the HDMI display (if the HDMI display is not already on) and send an IR command code or a CEC command code to the HDMI display to change the input to the HDMI 2 input.

According to another embodiment, the remote-control engine determines the EDID for the HDMI display and/or the CEC vendor ID for the other HDMI appliances, the remote-control engine is configured to transfer the EDID and the CEC vendor IDs to the remote server. The remote-control engine may query the remote server to determine whether specific CEC command codes do not exist in the set of CEC command codes for the HDMI display and sets of CEC command codes for the other HDMI appliances. The remote server may use the EDID and the CEC vendor IDs to retrieve sets of CEC command codes from the remote database for the EDID and the CEC vendor IDs. The remote server may then compare the sets of CEC command codes retrieved from the remote database with a set of CEC command codes specified by the CEC standard to determine whether CEC command codes are missing from the sets of CEC command codes retrieved from the remote database. If the remote server determines that specific CEC command code does not exist in a set of command codes retrieved from the remote database, the remote server will send information to the remote-control engine where the information indicates the CEC command code does not exist in the sets of CEC command codes presently available for the HDMI display or the other HDMI appliances. The remote-control engine may then determine an IR command codes for the CEC command codes missing from the sets of CEC command codes, and issue those determined IR command codes should the missing CEC command codes need to be transmitted to an HDMI appliance. While the foregoing analysis of CEC command codes is described to happen when the remote-control engine transfers its CEC command code or CEC vendor ID, the analysis may also have been previously performed on the remote server, the result of which has been persisted in the remote database and is retrieved and served back to the remote-control engine upon such request. While the foregoing analysis of missing CEC command codes is described as taking place on the remote server operating in cooperation with the remote database, the remote-control engine may be configured to execute the same analysis locally using the local database in the multi-media gateway or the like to determine whether CEC command codes are missing from sets of CEC command codes stored in the local database of the multi-media gateway or the like.

For example, the multi-media gateway may send the CEC vendor ID for the DVD player to the remote server and query the remote server to determine whether any CEC command codes for the DVD player are not included in the set of CEC command codes for the DVD player compared to the standard set of CEC command codes specified by the CEC standard. The remote server may use the CEC vendor ID to identify the set of CEC command codes for the DVD player in the remote database. If the remote server determines that a CEC command code does not exist for directing an HDMI display to change input to the HDMI 2 input, for example, then the remote server will send information to the remote-control engine indicating that the CEC command code for changing the input to the HDMI 2 input is not included in the set of CEC command codes for the DVD player. The remote-control engine will then store the information locally, and will issue an IR command code to the HDMI display to change the input to the HDMI 2 input, for example, if the DVD player receives a command to play a DVD.

According to another embodiment, the remote-control engine is configured to query the remote server for custom CEC command codes and/or device-specific CEC command codes for the HDMI display and the HDMI appliances for which the remote-control engine collected the EDID and the CEC vendor IDs. The remote server may use the EDID and the CEC vendor IDs to query the remote database for custom CEC command codes and device-specific CEC command codes associated with the EDID and the CEC vendor IDs. The remote server is configured to send the custom CEC command codes and/or device-specific CEC command codes to the remote-control engine for the HDMI display and/or the HDMI appliances. The remote-control engine is configured to store the received custom CEC command codes and the device-specific CEC command codes in a local database. More specifically, the remote-control engine is configured to store received custom CEC command codes and device-specific CEC command codes in the set of CEC command codes for the specific HDMI devices for which the custom CEC command codes and device-specific CEC command codes are configured to control. The remote-control engine will then be configured to transmit the custom CEC command codes and/or device-specific CEC command codes to the HDMI display and/or the HDMI appliances to control the HDMI display and/or the HDMI appliances. The custom CEC command codes and device-specific CEC command codes may be transferred to each HDMI appliance for local storage therein and for use.

According to one embodiment, the remote server and/or the remote-control engine are configured to determine the appropriate conditions for transmitting the custom CEC command codes and/or the device-specific CEC command codes. The remote server and/or the remote-control engine may also be configured to determine macros into which the custom CEC command codes and/or the device-specific CEC command codes may be inserted for transmission by the
remote-control engine. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/199,922 (U.S. Pat. No. 7,436,319), filed Aug. 8, 2005, titled “Method an Apparatus for Uploading and Downloading Remote Control Codes,” of Glen McLean Harris et al. described a method and apparatus for uploading command codes or identifiers for command codes that are determined to correctly control an appliance (such as an HDMI appliance) via a remote-control device, and thereafter downloading the command codes or the identifiers to other remote-control devices for other users. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/199,922 is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety for all purposes.

Volume Control of Appliances

[0073] According to one embodiment, the remote-control engine (e.g., operating on the multi-media gateway) is configured to control the volume output of a sound system of an HDMI appliance (e.g., the speakers in the HDMI display, a surround sound system, etc.) or other appliance (e.g., a television, a surround sound system, etc.) for optimal sound quality. For example, the remote-control engine may be configured to receive an input for raising the volume output of a sound system. The received input of the remote-control engine may come via the remote-control device, which may receive an input for raising the volume via a button press by a user. While button presses are discussed herein for providing input to a remote-control device, it will be understood that a remote-control device or other device (e.g., an HDMI appliance) may receive an input via a variety of devices and methods, such as touchpad, voice recognition, gesture recognition (e.g., a swipe of a finger on a touch pad, a free space gesture, etc.), a slider, etc.

[0074] FIG. 7 is a high-level flow diagram of a method for raising the volume of sound generated by an appliance so as to reduce the signal to noise ration of the sound. The high-level flow diagram is exemplary and not limiting on the claims. Various steps in the high-level flow diagram may be added, combined, and/or removed without deviating from the scope and purview of the described embodiment. At a step 700, based on the received input for raising the volume, the remote-control engine is configured to direct a “source” of a media stream to increase the embedded-digital volume in the media stream. The source of the media stream may be one of the HDMI appliances, such as a set-top-box, a DVD player, etc. At a step 710, the source of the media stream is configured to decode the media stream, raise the embedded-digital volume, and then encode the media stream with the raised embedded-digital volume. Raising the embedded-digital volume of a media stream is also referred to in the art as reducing the attenuation of the media stream. At a step 720, the source is then configured to transmit the media stream to another appliance, such as the multi-media gateway, the HDMI display, etc. If the multi-media gateway receives the media stream from the source, the multi-media gateway may transfer the media stream to the HDMI display or the like for play thereon, step 730.

[0075] The input received by the remote-control engine may be for raising the embedded-digital volume to the embedded-digital volume maximum or may be for raising the embedded-digital volume to less than the embedded-digital volume maximum. If the embedded-digital volume is raised to the embedded-digital volume maximum, the remote-control engine (e.g., operating on the multi-media gateway) is configured to direct the sound system to raise the analog volume for subsequent inputs received (e.g., via the remote-control device) for raising the volume of the sound system. Raising the embedded-digital volume before raising the analog volume provides that the signal to noise ratio for the audio signal output by the sound system is kept relatively low. The embedded-digital volume ideally should not introduce any noise, while the analog volume raises both the desired audio and the noise.

[0076] If the embedded-digital volume is not raised to the embedded-digital volume maximum based on the received input for raising the volume level, the remote-control engine for subsequent received inputs for raising the volume level is configured to direct the source to raise the embedded-digital volume until the embedded-digital volume is at the embedded-digital volume maximum. If the embedded-digital volume is raised to the embedded-digital volume maximum, the remote-control engine is configured to direct the sound system to raise the analog volume for subsequent inputs received for raising the volume of the sound system.

[0077] According to an alternative embodiment, the remote-control engine (based on the received input for raising the volume) may direct the multi-media gateway to increase the embedded-digital volume of the media stream, if, for example, the source of the media stream providing the media stream to the multi-media gateway is not configured to raise the embedded-digital volume of the media stream. The remote-control engine may be operating on the multi-media gateway to control the multi-media gateway to raise the embedded digital volume. According to one embodiment, the remote-control engine operating on the multi-media gateway may be configured to raise the embedded-digital volume.

[0078] According to another alternative embodiment, the display (e.g., the HDMI display) is configured to raise the embedded-digital volume of a media stream if the display receives an input for raising the volume. The display may be configured to raise the embedded digital volume to a maximum volume level as described above prior to raising the analog volume.

[0079] According to one embodiment, the multi-media gateway may know that the source is configured to raise the embedded-digital volume, and therefore control the source to raise the embedded-digital volume as described above. The multi-media gateway may determine the specific sources (e.g., the set-top-box) that are configured to raise the embedded-digital volume during setup of the multi-media gateway from a user, computer 122, remote server 125, etc. Alternatively, the multi-media gateway may be configured to query a source to determine whether the source is configured to raise an embedded-digital volume of a media stream.

[0080] According to a further embodiment, if the remote-control engine receives an input (e.g., via the remote-control device) for lowering the volume of the sound system, the remote-control engine is configured to direct the sound system to lower the analog volume. For example, the multi-media gateway may direct the display (e.g., the HDMI display) to lower the analog volume.

[0081] According to one alternative embodiment, if the remote-control engine receives an input for lowering the volume level of the sound system, the remote control is configured to direct the sound system to lower the analog volume if the analog volume is greater than a threshold analog-volume level (e.g., 80% of the maximum analog-volume level). If the analog volume of the sound system is equal to or less than the
threshold-analog-volume level, then the remote-control engine is configured to direct the source to lower the embedded-digital volume.

[0082] For example, if a DVD player is the source of the media stream, the remote-control engine is configured to direct the DVD player to raise the embedded-digital volume in the media stream for received inputs for raising the volume until the embedded-digital volume is at the embedded-digital volume maximum. More specifically, the DVD player is configured to decode the media stream from a DVD, raise the embedded-digital volume, and then encode the media stream with the raised embedded-digital volume. The DVD player is then configured to transmit the media stream to the multi-media gateway, and the multi-media gateway is configured to transmit the media stream to an appliance (e.g., the HDMI display) configured to play the media stream. After the embedded-digital volume is at the embedded-digital volume maximum, the remote-control engine is configured to direct the appliance (e.g., the HDMI display) to raise the analog-volume level.

[0083] According to one embodiment, the remote-control device is configured to send command codes to the multi-media gateway (e.g., acting as a bridge) for raising and lowering the embedded-digital volume and the analog volume as described above. According to further embodiment, one of the HDMI appliances (e.g., the HDMI display) may be configured to operate a remote-control engine configured to perform the foregoing described volume control steps. For example, the HDMI display may receive a button press or the like for raising or lowering the volume of the sound system of the HDMI display. The HDMI display may send command codes to a source (e.g., a DVD player) to raise the embedded-digital volume until the embedded-digital volume is at the embedded-digital volume maximum, and thereafter the HDMI display will raise its analog volume for received inputs for raising the volume.

[0084] According to one embodiment, the embedded-digital volume may be controlled in multiple devices. For example, a first appliance (e.g., a first HDMI appliance, such as a DVD player, a set-top-box, etc.) may be a source for a media stream, which is transmitted from the first appliance to the multi-media gateway (or more generally a pass-through device) and then transmitted from the multi-media gateway to a second appliance (e.g., a second HDMI appliance, such as the HDMI display and/or sound system) configured to play the media stream.

[0085] The first appliance and the multi-media gateway may both be configured to raise the embedded-digital volume of the media stream, and the second appliance may be configured to raise the analog volume for the media stream when the media stream is played. According to one embodiment, in response to an input for raising the volume output from the second appliance the embedded-digital volume may first be raised by the first appliance to a first embedded-digital volume maximum, and then may be raised by the multi-media gateway to a second embedded-digital volume maximum. That is, the first appliance is configured to decode the media stream, raise the embedded-digital volume, and then encode the media stream. The multi-media gateway may be configured to perform that same encoding and decoding. The multi-media gateway during decoding may be configured to determine whether the embedded-digital volume of the media stream received from the first appliance is at the embedded-digital volume maximum, and raise the embedded-digital volume if the embedded-digital volume is less than the embedded-digital volume maximum. Otherwise, if the embedded-digital volume is at the embedded-digital volume maximum, the multi-media gateway may be configured to direct the second appliance to raise the analog volume. The embedded-digital volume and the analog volume may be controlled via the remote-control engine operating on the remote control device or the multi-media gateway after receiving an input to raise the volume. According to a further embodiment, the volume output by an appliance may be lowered by first lowering the analog volume of the appliance to a first volume threshold level, and thereafter lowering the embedded-digital volume first in the multi-media gateway to a first digital-volume threshold level and then lowering the embedded-digital volume in the first appliance.

[0086] According to one embodiment, the multi-media gateway is configured to receive two media streams from two sources, such as HDMI sources. Each media stream includes an audio track. The multi-media gateway may be configured to equalize the embedded-digital volumes of the two media streams. For example, the multi-media gateway may be configured to equalize the embedded-digital volume of a latter received media stream received from a first source to the same level as the embedded-digital volume of a previous received media stream received from a second source. Equalizing the embedded-digital volumes of the two media streams provides that the volume output from an appliance playing the two received media stream will be approximately the same. Equalizing the embedded-digital volumes of the two media streams as described provides that if the input for which the volume is changed from the second source to the first source the volume output from the appliance playing the sources will not be so loud so as to be uncomfortable, or so low as to be not understandable. For example, the embedded-digital volume of the first media stream may be higher than the embedded-digital volume of the second media stream, and the multi-media gateway may lower the embedded-digital volume of the first media stream to the same level as the embedded-digital volume of the second media stream so that the volume output by the appliance playing the media stream is not so high as to be uncomfortable. Alternatively, the embedded-digital volume of the first media stream may be lower than the embedded-digital volume of the second media stream, and the multi-media gateway may raise the embedded-digital volume of the first media stream to the same level as the embedded-digital volume of the second media stream is not so low as to not be understandable. The multi-media gateway may be configured to store in a local memory the embedded-digital volume of a previously received media stream and raise or lower the embedded-digital volume based on the stored embedded-digital volume.
According to a further example, while the remote-control engine is described herein as being computer code operable on a processor, the remote-control engine may be a circuit, such as an application specific circuit, firmware, or a combination of one or more of software, firmware, and circuits. According to another example, while the application describes several embodiments related to i) linking sets of CEC command codes to EDIDs and CEC vendor IDs, ii) building CEC command code databases, iii) determining CEC command code failures and action taken in view thereof (e.g., determining substitute command codes therefore, building a CEC command code database, etc.), the embodiments described herein are not so limited. Specifically, embodiments that are described with respect to sets of CEC command codes may be equally applied to other sets of command codes, such as sets of IR command code, set of RF command codes, etc. For example, the embodiment described herein may be applied to linking EDIDs to IR command codes, linking CEC vendor IDs to IR command codes, determining whether IR command codes fail and determining alternative command codes therefore. Various embodiment of the present invention may be operable with bi-directional and two-way wired and wireless protocols (e.g., IP, RF, such as BT, etc.) over a standard medium or an open medium. Therefore, the above description should not be understood as limiting the scope of the invention as defined by the claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for configuring a remote-control system comprising:
   querying via a bus a High Definition Multi-Media Interface (HDMI) display for an Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) for the HDMI display;
   receiving via the bus from the HDMI display the EDID for the HDMI display;
   storing via a processor in a memory the EDID and a link between the EDID of the HDMI display a set of command codes configured for controlling the HDMI display.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the set of command codes is a set of IR command codes.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the set of command codes is a set of CEC command codes.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising storing via a processor in the memory another link between the EDID of the HDMI display and a model number for the HDMI display.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising determining the model number from an inference operation of a remote-control device, from querying a user of the remote-control device, or from downloading to the remote-control system the model number from a remote database.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising storing via a processor in a database another link between the EDID of the HDMI display and a make of the HDMI display.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the memory is a local memory of the remote-control system.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the memory is a remote database.

9. A method for operating a remote-control system comprising:
   querying via a bus a set of High Definition Multi-Media Interface (HDMI) appliances for a set of Consumer Electronic Control (CEC) identifiers, wherein the HDMI appliances of the set of HDMI appliances are respectively associated with the CEC vendor identifiers of the set of CEC vendor identifiers;
   receiving via the bus from the set of HDMI appliances the set of CEC vendor identifiers; and
   storing via a processor in a memory the set of CEC vendor identifiers, and a set of links that respectively link in the memory the CEC vendor identifiers in the set of CEC vendor identifiers with sets of command codes for the set of HDMI appliances.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising storing via a processor in the memory another set of links respectively linking the CEC vendor identifiers of the set of CEC vendor identifiers and make identifiers of a set of make identifiers, which identify the HDMI appliances in set of HDMI appliances.

11. The method of claim 9, further comprising storing via a processor in the memory another set of links between the CEC vendor identifiers of the set of CEC vendor identifiers and model numbers of a set of model number for the HDMI appliances in the set of HDMI appliances.

12. A method for operating a remote-control system comprising:
   monitoring a Consumer Electronic Control (CEC) bus for a CEC command code transmitted over the CEC bus from a first HDMI appliance to a second HDMI appliance, which is connected to the first HDMI appliance via an HDMI link;
   receiving via the bus from the second HDMI appliance in response to receipt and execution of the CEC command code;
   if a response is not issued from the second HDMI appliance:
   determining an IR command code that corresponds to the CEC command code for the second HDMI appliance, and transmitting the IR command code to the second HDMI appliance to perform a function associated with the CEC command code; and
   if a response is issued from the second HDMI appliance, not transmitting an IR command code to the second HDMI appliance.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising if a response is not issued from the second HDMI appliance and if the second HDMI appliance is not configured to issue a response for receipt and execution of the CEC command code, not transmitting an IR command code to the second HDMI appliance.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising determining whether the second HDMI appliance is configured to transmit a response for receipt and execution of the CEC command code.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the determining step includes receiving from a remote database information for whether the second HDMI appliance is configured to transmit a response for receipt and execution of the CEC command code.

16. The method of claim 12, further comprising if a response is not issued from the second HDMI appliance, then storing failure information in a memory for the CEC command code; and
   if a response is issued from the second HDMI appliance, then storing in memory pass information for the CEC command code.
17. The method of claim 12, wherein a function of the IR command code matches a function of the CEC command code.

18. A method for operating a remote-control system comprising:
issuing a first set of IR command codes from a remote control to a first HDMI appliance;
based on the set of IR command codes received by the first HDMI appliance, issuing a set of Consumer Electronic Control (CEC) command codes over a CEC bus from the first HDMI appliance to a second HDMI;
monitoring the CEC bus for a response, which the second HDMI appliance is configured to issue over the CEC bus to indicate receipt and execution of the set of CEC command codes;
if the response is not detected on the CEC bus:
determining a second set of IR command codes that corresponds to the set of CEC command codes for the second HDMI appliance, and
transmitting the second set of IR command codes to the second HDMI appliance to perform a function associated with the set of CEC command codes, wherein the second set of IR commands codes is transmitted after a period of time so that the second set of IR command codes are received by the second HDMI appliance and do not interfere with the first set of IR command codes in the second HDMI appliance; and
if the response is detected on the CEC bus, not transmitting a set of IR command codes to the second HDMI appliance.

19. A method for building a database of command codes comprising:
monitoring a CEC bus for a set of CEC command codes transmitted over the CEC bus;
comparing the set of CEC command codes transmitted over the CEC bus with sets of known CEC command codes for an HDMI appliances that received the set of CEC command codes;
identifying a subset of CEC command codes, which are included in the set of CEC command codes and which are not in the sets of known CEC command codes; and
storing the subset of CEC command codes in memory as unrecognized.

20. The method of claim 15, further comprising transferring the subset of CEC command codes to a remote database to query the remote database whether the CEC command codes in the subset of CEC command codes are stored in the remote database as recognized.

21. The method of claim 16, further comprising transferring function information for the subset of CEC command codes to the remote-control engine for use thereby, if the subset of CEC command codes are included in a set of known CEC command codes stored in the remote database.

22. The method of claim 16, further comprising analyzing the subset of CEC command codes to determine the functions of the subset of CEC command codes, if the subset of CEC command codes are not included in a set of known CEC command codes stored in the remote database.

23. A volume control method for controlling a volume of sound output from an appliance configured to receive a media stream, the method comprising:
receiving an input at a multi-media gateway for raising the volume of sound output by an appliance for a media stream;
raising in the multi-media gateway an embedded-digital volume embedded in the media stream; and
thereafter transmitting the media-stream to the appliance for play on the appliance.

24. The method of claim 23, further comprising, if the received input causes the embedded-digital volume to be raised by the multi-media appliance to an embedded-digital volume maximum, directing the appliance to raise an analog volume control for the media stream.

25. The method of claim 23, further comprising, if the received input causes the embedded-digital volume to be raised to a level below the embedded-digital volume maximum, thereafter maintaining the analog volume at a constant level.

26. The method of claim 25, further comprising:
receiving a second input at the multi-media gateway for lowering the volume of sound output by the appliance below the embedded-digital volume maximum; and
directing the appliance to lower an analog volume control for the appliance.

27. The method of claim 23, further comprising:
receiving a second input at the multi-media gateway for lowering the volume of sound output by the appliance below the embedded-digital volume maximum; and
directing the appliance to lower an analog volume control for the appliance.